Washington, July 21 (AP)—Walter S. Steele, told the House Un-American Activities Committee today that Dr. Frank Oppen-heimer and Dr. Lewis Balamuth, wartime experts on atomic power, have taught since at Commu- nist schools.

Steele, who testified as chairman of the National Security Committee of the American Coalition of Patriotic Civic and Fraternal Societies, said Oppen-heimer recently instructed a group of executives at the California Workers School in San Francisco.

(On July 12, Dr. Oppenheimer denied as " complète fabrication" a published report that he has been a Communist affinity mem-

500 Queens Bus Drivers Stay Out; Mayor, Defied, Calls Them "Outlaws"

BY HENRY MOSCOW

Rejecting a plea by Mayor O'Dwyer and the advice of three union officers, 500 Queens bus drivers voted early today to remain on strike against the Green Bus Lines, Inc., and the Triboro Coach Corp.

But by mid-morning, the Green Lines claimed to be operating 52 of its 200 buses over most of its 14 lines, while the Triboro was 75 per cent of its 100 buses.

And Mayor O'Dwyer, in a holy wroth statement, referred to the strikers as "outlaws from the labor movement who irresponsibly and "contemptuously" disregarded the rights of the public and promised the companies "all the protection necessary".

The Green Lines buses already in operation were police-escorted and manned by stockholder-drivers, who are not union mem-

ers, and who obtained their special status when they sold their independent buses and leased them for company stock in 1934.

Police radio cars and motorcycles, summoned from other boroughs, accompanied each vehicle, and 33 patrolmen were on guard duty.

Triboro was less successful in providing service, but prepared to operate its Q33 line from Roosevelt Av. and 47th St., and its Q55 line from Roosevelt Av. and 74th St., Jackson Heights, to LaGuardia Field, with six youthful strikers who left the garage at 2:30 and 7:45 a.m., Long Island City, to the joy of 59 pickets.

The strikers, in a single bus, headed for another garage at 65th St. and 35th Av., Woodside, where they were to pick up vehi-
ciles. The picket line then broke up and moved to the Home-

The strikebreakers, in a single bus, headed for another garage at 65th St. and 35th Av., Woodside, where they were to pick up vehi-
ciles. The picket line then broke up and moved to the Home-
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ations.
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City Pier User 'Paid Auditor $150 a Day'

A steamship representative tes-
tified today that he paid James V. Auditoire, the "millionaire steve-

He said he had arranged arbitra-

tion June 30, and that the union had undertaken to refrain from strikes and stoppages, but that when differences arose in the arbitra-

tion proceedings the men struck in "contempt of the public" and of the courts, and that they were regarded as "outlaws from the labor movement."
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